Schneider Family Teen Books

2019 Anger is a Gift – Oshiro  F Os26a

Honor: (Don’t) Call Me Crazy: 33 Voices Start the Conversation about Mental Health – Jensen (ed.) 616.89 J453d

2018 You’re Welcome, Universe – Whitney Gardner

2017 When we collided -- Lord F L8843w

2016 The unlikely hero of room 13B -- Toten

2015 Girls like us -- Giles F G391g

2014 Rose under fire -- Wein

2013 Somebody, please tell me who I am -- Mazer

2012 The running dream -- Van Draanen

2011 Five flavors of dumb -- John

2010 Marcelo in the real world -- Stork F St74m

2009 Jerk, California -- Friesen

2008 Hurt go happy -- Rorby

2007 Small steps -- Sachar F Sa135s

2006 Under the wolf, under the dog -- Rapp

2005 My thirteenth winter: a memoir -- Abeel

2004 Things not seen -- Clements F C591t